Abstract. Obstructive Nephropathy (ON) is a renal disease and its pathology is believed to be magnified by various molecular processes. In the current study, we apply an intelligent workflow implemented in Rapidminer data mining platform to two different ON datasets. Our scope is to select the most important actors in two corresponding molecular information levels: human miRNA and mouse mRNA. A forward selection method with an embedded nearest neighbor classifier is initially applied to select the most important features in each level. The resulting features are next fed to classifiers appropriately tested utilizing a leave-one-out resampling technique in order to evaluate the relevance of the selected input features when used to classify subjects into output classes defined by ON severity. Preliminary results show that high classification accuracies are obtained, and are supported by the fact that the selected miRNAs or mRNAs have been found significant within differential expression analysis using the same datasets.
Introduction
Obstructive nephropathy (ON) is a renal disease caused by impaired flow of urine or tubular fluid [1] and is the most frequent nephropathy observed in newborns and children. The improper flow of urine may be caused by the presence of an obstacle on the urinary tract, e.g. stenosis or abnormal implantation of the ureter in the kidney, and the resulting accumulation of urine within the kidney can lead to progressive alterations of the renal parenchyma, development of renal fibrosis and loss of renal function. However, ON is treatable and often reversible [2] . Common met in infants due to congenital abnormalities of the urinary tract, it represents 16.1% of all pediatric transplantations in North America [3] .
In addition to the classical mechanical view of ON, there is evidence that the pathophysiological process of nephron destruction is magnified by cellular processes which can be classified into three broad categories: tubulointerstitial inflammation, tubular cell death and fibrosis [4] [5] . The cellular interactions that regulate development of interstitial inflammation, tubular apoptosis and interstitial fibrosis are complex. Renal gene expression and protein production result to several biomarkers that include signaling molecules and receptors involved in macrophage recruitment and proliferation, tubular death signals and survival factors [6] . Given the afore described molecular aspect of ON pathology, it is important to advance its in depth knowledge using well established -omics profiling techniques combined with intelligent data mining methods that could identify the most important molecular actors in various levels, e.g. transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics .
Microarray experiments are one of the well knows examples of -omics profiling techniques that allow the systemic analysis and characterization of alterations in genes, RNA, proteins and metabolites, and offer the possibility of discovering novel biomarkers and pathways activated in disease or associated with disease conditions. In particular, they have become a major tool in medical knowledge discovery in order to: i) identify and categorize diagnostic or prognostic biomarkers ii) classify diseases iii) monitor the response to therapy, and iv) understand the mechanisms involved in the genesis of disease processes [7] . Microarray data pose a great challenge for computational techniques, because of their large dimensionality (up to several tens of thousands of genes) and their small sample sizes [8] . Furthermore, additional experimental complications like noise and variability make the analysis of microarray data an exciting domain that employs bioinformatics-driven methods to deal with these particular characteristics. These methods range from statistics or heuristics that identify differentially expressed genes between two different disease status to sophisticated data mining techniques that employ biologically inspired machine learning methodologies. In particular, the obvious need for dimension reduction was realized as early as the field of microarray analysis emerged [9] [10] and the application of feature selection methodologies became a standard in the field [11] .
In the current study, we employ a data mining framework towards the analysis of expression data related to ON that were derived through microarray techniques in two data levels: human miRNA and mice mRNA. Both available data sets are divided into subject groups based on ON severity. Data is analyzed within Rapidminer, a freely available open-source data mining platform that integrates fully the machine learning WEKA library, and permits easy data mining algorithms integration, process and usage of data and metadata [12] [13] . Our final scope is to identify the most critical players in the two levels of molecular information. Towards this end, we apply a forward selection module with an embedded k-nearest neighbor (k-nn) classifier in order to select feature subsets of the greatest relevance, which are then tested for their generalization ability using other classifiers and the resampling technique of leaveone-out. Preliminary results here reported are further commented in relation to the ones obtained by applying statistical selection within the analysis of differential expression values in pairwise comparisons of disease status.
Dataset
The two -omics datasets analyzed within the current ON study correspond to i) human miRNA data and ii) mice mRNA data. Human miRNA dataset included children aged between two weeks and six months. Based on a set of clinical parameters, available samples belonged to three subsets 1) Control including children without any renal damage (8 subjects), 2) NoOp comprising children with mild obstruction who do not need to undergo surgery to repair the ureteropelvic junction (8 subjects), and 3) Op: children with severe obstruction who need surgery to repair and reconstruct the junction (10 subjects). The Agilent Human miRNA Microarray platform was used to measure expression values for a total number of 790 miRNAs. Three mice mRNA data groups were extracted after partial unilateral ureteral obstruction on neonatal mice in order to mimic the obstructive nephropathy syndrome as it occurs in children. These groups comprised non-operated Control mice (9 subjects), operated mice with Mild obstruction (5 subjects) and operated mice with Severe obstruction (4 subjects). Agilent's mice oligonucleotide microarrays were used to analyze the expression of about 41000 mouse transcripts, corresponding to 20873 genes. Prior to the analysis of both datasets within Rapidminer, expression values were normalized to (divided by) the average expression value in control subjects.
Methods
For both datasets, human miRNA and mouse mRNA, the same select and test protocol was followed in order to select the most important features (miRNAs and genes) and test their relevance to the classification of all subjects into corresponding ON related classes: Control, NoOp and Op for human miRNA, and Control, Mild and Severe for mouse genes. The protocol was implemented within the stand-alone Rapidminer platform [12] [13] which includes in a single workflow all data mining steps (feature selection, classifier construction and evaluation) in appropriate operators (Fig. 1) .
Forward Selection: This operator starts with an empty selection of features and, in each round, adds each unused feature of the given set of examples. For each added feature, the performance is estimated using an embedded operator (Fig. 2) , which measures on a 10-fold cross-validation basis the average accuracy that the feature yields using a 6-nn classifier. The k-nn classifier 1 was used here due to the rather low computational cost it raises, compared to other alternatives e.g. artificial neural network or support vector machine, and the need for executing and evaluating the classifier for a large number of rounds within forward selection. An additional speculative number of rounds equal to three was used to ensure that the stopping criterion is fulfilled and that the algorithm does not get stuck in local optima. For both datasets, the maximum number of features was set to 30.
Classification: Following the forward selection, classification is performed to construct classifiers fed by the selected features and measure their performance, thus validating the relevance of the selected features. Here, three nearest neighbor based classifiers (k=1,6,12) and a classification tree (the gini index was used a split criterion) were used, while their average performance was measured using the leave- Fig. 1 . The Rapidminer workflow: Read CSV operator reads the comma seperated value dataset file that contains all subject examples: features -genes or miRNAs -and the class they belong to. Set Role operator defines the corresponding entry as the target class. Forward Selection operator contains a recursive validation operator that uses an embedded 6-nn classifier (Fig. 2 ) and 10-fold cross validation. This operator outputs an examples set containing the selected features and the target class, as well as the average accuracy achieved by the selected features subset and the 6-nn classifier. The modified examples set is forwarded to 1-nn, 6-nn, 12-nn and tree classifiers all evaluated using leave-one-resampling. The Multiply operator provides copies of an examples set to be used by other operators. Numerical results (e.g. accuracies, confusion matrices) and classification models themselves can be forwarded to results section, where can be studied/used asynchronously. one-out resampling technique. It is important to note that applying and evaluating a classifier within Rapidminer is a rather simple procedure, given that the user has set the implementation details of the classifier (e.g. number of neighbor for a k-nn classifier), the validation procedure to apply, and the attribute of the examples set fed to the classifier that will be used as a target class.
Results and Discussion
Human miRNA dataset: Forward Selection provided 7 miRNAs that achieved high accuracies both within selection process and, most importantly, when evaluated by the constructed classifiers using the leave-one-out strategy. These achieved average accuracies in the range 82%-93% (Table 1) . Selected miRNA ids are presented along with p-values (t-test was applied), false discovery rates (FDR, Benjamini-Hochberg method was applied) and fold change natural values. All these values were obtained within a complementary analysis of miRNA dataset within ARMADA [14] towards the analysis of differential expression for two pairwise comparisons: Control vs. NoOp (Table 2 ) and Control vs. Op (Table 3) . Tables 2 and 3 show that most of the miRNAs are found statistically significant (p<0.1) when differential expression is measured within one at least of the pairwise comparison. This supports their selection by the feature selection method applied here and imply that all may affect the disease outcome.
Mouse mRNA dataset: Forward Selection provided here three important features corresponding to mouse genes that provided well performing classifiers either within the feature selection process or following this process (Table 4) . Pairwise comparisons, Control vs. Mild and Control vs. Severe, support the selection of the resulted genes which are presented with differential expression measurements (Tables  5,6 ) extracted similarly to miRNA data.
Given the small size of both datasets, a more detailed analysis on both levels of information comprises our future work aiming finally at providing molecular actors that could act as ON biomarkers. Such an analysis should be undertaken towards feature selection by sophisticated and computationally costly data mining methods, e.g. artificial neural networks and evolutionary methods, along with a thorough exploration of the differential expression of miRNAs and mRNAs. Furthermore, relating resulted molecular players between the two levels of information, e.g. identify important mRNAs regulated by homologous mice miRNAs to the ones Table 1 . Forward selection of human miRNAs: Mean accuracy obtained by the embedded 6-nn classifier within forward selection (10-fold cross validation) and mean accuracies obtained when the selected subset is fed to 1-nn, 6-nn, 12-nn classifiers and classification tree (leaveone-out resampling).
Forward Selection (embedded 6-nn) In the current study, an intelligent workflow aiming to the analysis of two -omics datasets, i.e. human miRNA and mouse mRNA of samples classified by ON severity derived using clinical parameters, was presented. The forward feature selection, first step within the workflow, selected 7 miRNAs and 3 mRNAs found as the most relevant molecular players towards the classification of samples into the corresponding classes in the two levels of molecular information. Preliminary results showed that the selected features yielded high accuracy measurements when fed to knn and tree based classifiers within the next step of the workflow, thus comprising candidate ON biomarkers to be studied within future work.
